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Presepsin is a potent biomarker for
diagnosing skin wound infection in
hemodialysis patients compared to white
blood cell count, high-sensitivity C-reactive
protein, procalcitonin, and soluble CD14

Jun Shiota1,2*, Hitoshi Tagawa2, Norihiko Ohura3 and Hitoshi Kasahara2
Abstract

Background: The production of presepsin has been shown to be strongly related to bacterial phagocytosis. The
purpose of the present study is to compare the usefulness of presepsin for diagnosing localized skin wound
infection with that of conventional infection biomarkers.

Methods: We enrolled 29 hemodialysis (HD) patients with skin wound infections of foot gangrene or decubitus
(“localized infection group”) and 20 HD patients without infection (“no infection group”). The white blood cell
(WBC) count and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP) and presepsin levels were measured using blood
samples collected before HD, 2 days after the previous dialysis session. Soluble CD14 (sCD14) and procalcitonin
(PCT) levels were also measured in 12 patients with localized infection and 8 patients without infection.

Results: The levels of hsCRP and presepsin were significantly higher in the localized infection group (N = 29) than
in the no infection group (N = 20) (P = 0.0209 and 0.0000, respectively). In receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
analyses, when the cut-off values of hsCRP and presepsin were set at 1.07 mg/dL and 2080 pg/mL, respectively, the
sensitivity was 0.69 and 0.86, and the specificity was 0.70 and 0.80, respectively. The area under the curve (AUC) was
calculated as 0.696 for hsCRP and 0.874 for presepsin. The AUC for presepsin was significantly higher than that for
hsCRP (P = 0.0348). No marked differences were found in the age, gender, WBC, or sCD14 or PCT levels between groups.

Conclusions: Presepsin is a potent, useful biomarker for diagnosing skin wound infection in HD patients compared to
conventional infection biomarkers.
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Background
Complex wounds develop rapidly and are refractory to
healing in hemodialysis (HD) patients because of persistent
bacterial infection due to immune deficiency and ischemic
limbs due to peripheral arterial disease [1]. Bacterial phago-
cytosis by monocytes is required to overcome bacterial
proliferation in order to localize the infection focus [2].
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Although bacterial infection of skin wound can be diag-
nosed by physical signs [3], the bacterial burden is occa-
sionally hard to evaluate in the presence of deep localized
lesions or myelitis despite apparently mild skin lesions,
resulting in overlooking indications for antibiotics therapy
and surgical or vascular intervention.
Presepsin is an N-terminal fragment of CD14 on

monocytes with a molecular weight of 13 kDa that was
discovered in Japan in 2002 as a biomarker for diagnos-
ing sepsis [4, 5]. In contrast to conventional infection
biomarkers which are induced by endotoxins or cyto-
kines, the novel production mechanism of presepsin has
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been reported to be closely related to phagocytosis by
monocytes [6, 7]. We previously reported the usefulness
of presepsin for predicting the prognosis of foot gan-
grene in HD patients (cut-off plasma value 2083 pg/mL)
[8]. In the present study, we hypothesized that presepsin
might be useful for diagnosing localized infection, and
we compared the diagnosing ability of presepsin for skin
wound infection in HD patients with that of conventional
infection biomarkers: white blood cell count (WBC) and
levels of high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP), sol-
uble CD14 (sCD14), and procalcitonin (PCT).

Methods
Participants
We enrolled 29 HD patients (male, 48.3%) complicated
with skin wound infections of foot gangrene or decubi-
tus (“localized infection group”) and 20 HD patients
(male, 55.0%) without skin wound (“no infection group”)
who had been admitted to Kichijoji Asahi Hospital be-
tween 2014/1/1 and 2015/3/31. All patients were thor-
oughly examined to confirm the absence of infection of
other organs. Patients who had received immunosup-
pressants were excluded. Patients with chronic hepatitis
and liver cirrhosis were excluded because higher presep-
sin levels have been observed due to the bacterial trans-
location [9]. The skin wounds were all examined and
evaluated by the same plastic surgeon (who is one of the
authors). The localized infection group was defined by
skin wounds with exudate/pus, friable tissue, or debris,
suggesting critical colonization with ongoing bacterial
proliferation [3]. A photograph of a localized skin wound
infection is shown in Fig. 1.
Blood was collected with heparin as an anticoagulant

using an endotoxin-free tube (TERUMO, Tokyo, Japan)
before HD, 2 days after the previous dialysis session, and
the blood samples were immediately measured or frozen
prior to the analysis of the WBC and levels of hsCRP
and presepsin (Table 1; shown as “all patients”). sCD14
and PCT levels were measured additionally in the 20
HD patients (N= 12, localized infection group; N= 8, no
infection group) enrolled after 2015/1/1 (Table 1; shown
as “patients examined for all biomarkers including
sCD14 and PCT”).
Fig. 1 a An exudative skin wound indicating a bacterial burden. Presepsin
All of the patients received 4-h dialysis three times per
week with a blood flow rate of 180–200 mL/min and a
dialysate flow rate of 400 mL/min. We used high-flux
membrane dialyzers that were not reused and standard
bicarbonate dialysate diluted with ultrapure water. All
dialysate samples were negative for bacteria measured in
colony-forming units in bacterial culture and had an
endotoxin (ET) level ≤0.001 EU/mL as measured by a
chromogenic assay (Endospecy ES-24S; Seikagaku
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).

Measurement of biomarkers
The WBC was measured using an automated analyzer,
LH780 (Beckman Coulter, Tokyo, Japan). The hsCRP
levels were measured using an automated analyzer,
JCA-BM8060 (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) based on a turbido-
meteric immunoassay (CRP-latex X2 “Seiken”; Denka
Seiken, Tokyo, Japan). The upper reference limit in healthy
volunteers was 0.30 mg/dL. The presepsin levels were mea-
sured using an automated immunoanalyzer, PATHFAST,
based on a non-competitive chemiluminescent enzyme
immunoassay (CLEIA), which contained Magtration tech-
nology (LSI Medience Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) [10],
modified from an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) [11]. The method was calibrated using heparinized
plasma samples that contained a recombinant human pre-
sepsin antigen. The reference range in healthy volunteers
has not been established yet [12]. The sCD14 levels were
measured using a commercially available ELISA kit
(sCD14 Quantikine ELISA Kit; R&D Systems, Minneapolis,
USA). The levels were measured in duplicate, and the
mean value was used. The median value in healthy volun-
teers without infection has been reported as 1660 ng/mL
[13]. The PCT levels were measured using an auto-
mated electrochemiluminescence immunoanalyzer based
on Elecsys reagent (BRAHMS PCT; Roche Diagnos-
tics, Tokyo, Japan). The median PCT level in healthy
volunteers without infection has been reported as
0.034 ng/mL [14].

Statistical analyses
The data were presented as the median (interquartile
range, IQR). The data were compared between the
level 4480 pg/mL; b healed skin wound (the same case)



Table 1 Comparison of characteristics and infection biomarkers between the localized infection group and the no infection group

All patients Patients examined for all biomarkers including sCD14 and PCT

Group Localized infection No infection Localized infection No infection

Number 29 20 12 8

Age, years 72 (66–77) 78 (74–83) 73 (65–78) 78 (72–84)

Male, % 48.3 55.0 66.7 62.5

WBC, μL 5700 (4333–7100) 5250 (4475–6000) 5800 (4675–6735) 5450 (4475–5750)

hsCRP, mg/dL 1.26 (0.71–2.24)* 0.23 (0.10–1.22) 1.30 (0.50–2.16) 0.17 (0.11–0.74)

Presepsin, pg/mL 3370 (2240–4480)** 1510 (1205–1810) 3330 (2515–3990)* 1560 (1488–1973)

sCD14, ng/mL 2278 (1969–2906) 2417 (2226–2732)

PCT, ng/mL 0.23 (0.20–0.27) 0.25 (0.21–0.28)

Data were presented as the median (interquartile range, IQR). Statistics were analyzed using the Mann-Whitney U test. A blood analysis was performed to determine the
WBC count, and the hsCRP and presepsin levels of 49 HD patients who were enrolled in 2014/1/1–2015/3/31 (shown as “all patients”). sCD14 and PCT were also measured
in the 20 HD patients enrolled after 2015/1/1 (shown as “patients examined for all biomarkers including sCD14 and PCT”)
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 vs. the no infection group
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Fig. 2 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of presepsin and
hsCRP for discriminating the localized infection group (N = 29) and the
no infection group (N = 20). When the cut-off value of presepsin and
hsCRP were set at 2080 pg/mL and 1.07 mg/dL, respectively, the
sensitivity was 0.86 and 0.69, and the specificity was 0.80 and 0.70,
respectively. The AUC was calculated as 0.874 for presepsin and
0.696 for hsCRP, and the AUC for presepsin was significantly higher
than that for hsCRP (P = 0.0348)
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localized infection group and the no infection group
using Fisher’s exact test or the Mann-Whitney U test. A
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was per-
formed to determine the area under the curve (AUC),
sensitivity and specificity. Diagnostic AUCs were com-
pared using DeLong’s test [15]. The calculations were
performed using R 3.3.1, which is open to the public. All
analyses set a P value of 0.05 (two-tailed) to indicate
significance.

Results
Comparison between two groups for all patients (N = 49)
The levels of hsCRP and presepsin were significantly
higher in the localized infection group (N= 29) than in
the no infection group (N = 20) (P = 0.0209 and 0.0000,
respectively), although no marked differences were
found in the age, gender, or WBC (Table 1). In ROC
analyses (Fig. 2), when the cut-off values of hsCRP and
presepsin were set at 1.07 mg/dL and 2080 pg/mL, re-
spectively, the sensitivity was 0.69 and 0.86, and the spe-
cificity was 0.70 and 0.80, respectively. The AUC was
calculated as 0.696 for hsCRP and 0.874 for presepsin.
The AUC for presepsin was significantly higher than that
for hsCRP (P = 0.0348) (Fig. 2).

Comparison between two groups for the patients
examined additionally for sCD14 and PCT (N = 20)
The levels of presepsin were significantly higher in the
localized infection group (N= 12) than in the no infec-
tion group (N = 8) (P = 0.0206), although no marked dif-
ferences were found in the age, gender, WBC, hsCRP,
sCD14, or PCT levels (Table 1, Fig. 3).

Discussion
Chronic wound infection is categorized into four stages:
“contamination,” “colonization,” “critical colonization,”
and “infection”. In the “critical colonization” stage,
bacterial proliferation has exceeded the phagocytosis po-
tential of macrophages [2]. Sibbald et al. [16] created an
assessment model using the mnemonic NERDS (exudate/
pus, friable tissue, debris, nonhealing and smell) to predict
critical colonization. Woo et al. [3] devised a semi-
quantitative bacterial culture system using wound swabs,
in which the bacterial burden of the wound is classified as
“scant,” “light,” “moderate,” or “heavy” for bacterial
growth; scant to light bacterial growth was considered to
reflect critical colonization. The odds ratios for individual
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Fig. 3 Comparison of presepsin and sCD14 levels between the localized infection group and the no infection group
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NERDS variables and scant/light bacterial growth were
calculated and wounds were found to be five times more
likely to have a scant/light bacterial growth in the pres-
ence of exudate/pus, friable tissue, or debris. In the
present study, localized infection was defined as a state of
critical colonization, which was diagnosed based on the
presence of exudate/pus, friable tissue, or debris.
Presepsin and hsCRP were recognized as useful bio-

markers in the present study but the WBC and the
sCD14 and PCT levels were not useful for diagnosing lo-
calized skin wound infection. ROC analyses showed that
the AUC of presepsin was significantly higher than that
of hsCRP (0.874 vs. 0.696, P = 0.0348) and the sensitivity
and specificity of presepsin were 0.86 and 0.80 respect-
ively when the cut-off value was set at 2080 pg/mL. The
AUC of presepsin was higher than the evaluation criter-
ion of 0.75 required for the diagnostic ability of bio-
markers [17]. The AUC, sensitivity, and specificity for
localized infection in the present study were comparable
to those for sepsis in meta-analyses (0.874, 0.86, 0.80 vs.
0.89, 0.83, 0.81) [18]. Therefore, presepsin may have the
most reliable diagnostic ability among infection bio-
markers for diagnosing localized infection.
An in vitro study showed that the stimulation of whole

blood (including monocytes) from healthy volunteers by
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) induced a significant increase
in the plasma IL-6 levels, with no significant increase in
presepsin levels [19]. CRP seemed to be stimulated by
IL-6 released from monocytes in a localized infection
group [20], but presepsin might be produced by different
mechanisms. The relationship between presepsin pro-
duction and bacterial phagocytosis by monocytes has
been previously demonstrated. It has been shown that
presepsin levels increased in a rabbit model of cecal
ligation and puncture sepsis but not in a rabbit ET shock
model and that presepsin production from peritoneal
granulocyte was stimulated by Escherichia coli and sup-
pressed by the inhibition of phagocytosis [7]. In vitro
presepsin production by peripheral mononuclear cells was
increased by Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus epidermidis,
and sterile monosodium urate crystals and suppressed by
an inhibitor of phagocytosis, whereas presepsin production
was not induced by peptidoglycan or LPS [6]. Taking into
account a report that presepsin levels were not markedly
different between systemic bacterial infection patients
(positive blood culture) and localized bacterial infection pa-
tients (positive culture except blood) [21], presepsin pro-
duced by bacterial phagocytosis at a localized infection site
might increase the presepsin levels in circulating blood.
CD14 is a pattern-recognition receptor that plays an

immunomodulatory role in secreting pro-inflammatory
humoral factors in response to not only ET but also
lipoteichoic acid (LTA), which is a major constituent of
Gram-positive bacteria [22]. sCD14 is a fragment of
CD14, and its levels are increased by ET (LPS) stimulation
in vitro [23]. In HD patients, sCD14 levels are increased
compared with healthy volunteers, probably because of in-
evitable exposure to ET (LPS) due to contaminated dialys-
ate, intestinal bacterial translocation, and an impaired
liver macrophage function [24, 25]. As no marked differ-
ences in the sCD14 levels were observed between the lo-
calized infection group and the no infection group in the
present study, a significant ET (LPS) load from skin
wound infection site is unlikely to be observed. Therefore,
sCD14 is not appropriate as a biomarker for diagnosing
localized skin wound infection, in contrast to presepsin,
which is also a fragment of CD14 (Fig. 3). Although both
sCD14 and presepsin are released by proteolysis with pro-
tease from monocytes, the mechanism is likely to be dif-
ferent. In contrast to sCD14, which was reported to be
produced from cell-surface CD14 of activated monocytes
[26, 27], presepsin is reported to be produced from mono-
cytes that are activated in the event of phagocytosis [6].
PCT is a polypeptide with a molecular weight of

13 kDa that was first described in 1993 as a biomarker
for the diagnosis of sepsis. PCT is mainly produced by
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monocytes in circulating blood [28], and iatrogenic ET
(LPS) load into circulating blood was reported to increase
the PCT levels [29]. PCT is ubiquitously produced in re-
sponse to ET (LPS) in HD patients. The PCT levels in HD
patients without infection were reported to be about eight
times as high as those in healthy volunteers without infec-
tion (median 0.260 vs. 0.034 ng/mL) [14]. In the present
study, PCT was not useful for detecting localized skin
wound infection, because the PCT levels were not ele-
vated in the localized infection group compared with the
no infection group (median 0.23 vs 0.25 ng/mL). The PCT
values within a range of 0.13–0.30 ng/mL in the localized
infection group of the present study were obviously lower
than the cut-off value of 0.5 ng/mL reported in the HD
patients with pneumonia and sepsis [30], suggesting that
the bacterial load into the circulating blood from the skin
wound infection was unlikely.
The presepsin levels of HD patients are higher than

those of healthy volunteers [31], and the reference range
of presepsin levels, even in healthy volunteers, has not
been established yet [32]. It has been reported that the
presepsin levels are inversely correlated with the glom-
erular filtration rate (GFR) and that they significantly de-
crease after an HD session [31]. As presepsin (a 13-kDa
protein) is freely filtered through the glomeruli and is al-
most completely reabsorbed and catabolized within the
proximal tubular cells [33], the increased levels in the
patients with a decreased GFR might be caused by the
decreased filtration and catabolism in the kidney. In
addition, the increased presepsin levels in HD patients
might also be caused by inevitable exposure to ET (LPS),
due to the contamination of the dialysate, intestinal bac-
terial translocation, and an impaired liver macrophage
function [24, 25].
Our results showed that the usefulness of presepsin in

HD patients for diagnosing skin wound infection was
comparable to that for sepsis and superior to the con-
ventional infection biomarkers (WBC, hsCRP, sCD14,
and PCT). The cut-off value (2080 pg/mL) for diagnos-
ing skin wound infection was close to that (2083 pg/mL)
for predicting the prognosis of foot gangrene [8].
To our knowledge, the present study is the first to ad-

dress the potential value of presepsin for diagnosing local-
ized infection in HD patients; however, further verification
of the usefulness of presepsin for diagnosing localized in-
fection using a larger number of HD patients is necessary
before application in clinical practice. In addition, the
usefulness of presepsin for diagnosing infection of vari-
ous organs must also be verified.

Conclusions
Presepsin is a potent, useful infection biomarker for
diagnosing skin wound infection in HD patients com-
pared to conventional infection biomarkers.
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